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Ride tab on KIA's website or on the My Details tab in
the Customer Portal. URL Abbreviations (UNIFY) Learn
how to define URLs. Popular questions in Network &

Systems Administration. Should I Charge for Speaking?
- ksuriak ====== reaperducer _Do I have an active

work-life balance? Can I balance both?_ If you feel
guilty about it, it's good, because you're doing the

right thing. ~~~ ksuriak Thanks :) that's interesting,
do you have any thoughts on how you balance your
work and personal life? ~~~ reaperducer OK, so I'm

going to be a bit vague here. I guess the short answer
is "it depends." It depends on a lot of things, some of
which I don't control. Some factors to consider: 1) do
you work at a company where you can be frank and
candid and still be suckered into providing access to
sensitive data or IP? (If the answer is "no" for your

current employer, chances are the answer is "no" for
any future employer.) 2) Do you have any other

means of support? As in, what's your spouse's job like?
What about your children's? What about yours? 3) Do

you depend on speaking for your livelihood? Or is
speaking an occasional luxury to you? 4) If you answer
question #1 as yes, then you need to find a way to set
up your speaking so that it doesn't compromise your

ability to earn a living. 5) If you answered yes to
question #1, are you willing to sacrifice some money if

that means your job is more secure? 6) If you
answered yes to question #2, you need to be able to
count on other means of support. 7) If you answered

yes to question #3, then you have a problem that
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